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ABOUT LIBQUAL+

• ARL academic library-specific survey instrument

• Minimum Level

Desired Level

• UKL: 2001 (pilot), 2002, 2003, 2004, 2007, 2011, 2017 and 2020
• Past three instances: LibQUAL+ Lite

Perceived Level

LIBQUAL+ MEASURES

AFFECT OF
SERVICE

LIBRARY AS PLACE

INFORMATION
CONTROL

DISTRIBUTION

• Survey ran: September 22 to October 13, 2020 (COVID-19)
• Full broadcast emails + announcement + reminder in UKNow

PARTICIPATION BY
USER GROUP
1,108 completed surveys
→ 3% response rate

Majority undergraduate
respondents (they are the
majority of the UK population)

LibQUAL+ 2020 Respondent Population by
Group
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PARTICIPATION BY DISCIPLINE

CELEBRATION #1:
IMPROVEMENT
When compared to our 2017 LibQUAL+ scores, all the areas that
were targeted for improvement showed higher scores in 2020
LibQUAL+ data:
• Increased purchases of electronic resources
• Providing tools for self-learning

• Improvements in library facilities as well as in study spaces
• Improvements to the Libraries’ website

CELEBRATION #2 : WE GO
THE EXTRA MILE
• Library employees provide individual attention to
users; users appreciate the way they are treated
in/by the Libraries

• Highest scoring item from faculty members:
employees are consistently courteous

CELEBRATION #2: COMMENTS
FANTASTIC service from Medical Center Library. I utilize electronic journal
access almost daily in my research and I have noticed increased access to
journals which is great but ($$$)! The Illiad service is quick and dependable.
I believe if they cannot get it, it does not exist! They have earned my
heartfelt thanks!
Stephanie Henderson and Carla Cantagallo are
fabulous to work with. As a faculty member I
appreciate all the resources they provide for online
students and their willingness to be embedded in
courses online to interact with students in the major.
They are the best. Stephanie also supports faculty
with robust and timely literature searches to support
research and writing.

[Library employees] work hard and go
the extra mile with materials and
research support. Many have gone the
extra mile to find online resources for
online teaching and keeping the
technology going.

CELEBRATION #3:
EMPOWERMENT
• Overall users report that we are enabling them to
be more efficient in their academic pursuits or
work

• Undergraduate users report that we make them
aware of library resources and services

CELEBRATION #3: COMMENTS
I am a distance learning graduate student
and complete all of my courses online. I
have been extremely satisfied and
impressed that I have been able to get all
resources that I need to successfully
complete my coursework and research
electronically. I am grateful for the
multitude of resources that I can access
from UK libraries remotely. I do not feel
that I am at any disadvantage in using
library resources, even if I do not have the
ability to use the library's resources and
services in person. Thank you!

My primary role is at UKHC. I am an
author, as well as an associate editor and
editor for two publications. I appreciate
the vast services that UK Medical Center
Library offers. Thank you!

The majority of the resources I use are
online and through email. Thus far
responses have been quick and usually
provide more insight than I initially came
in expecting.

CELEBRATION #4: GRAD
STUDENTS ON SPACES
• Graduate student respondents reported that the
libraries they most frequently use are
comfortable and inviting

CELEBRATION #4: COMMENTS
Love the library, one of the best aspects of
the University of Kentucky

I love the graduate lounge so much!
Thank you for providing it to us!
and
I really enjoy having the graduate
student study room. It is very helpful,
especially during final exams

I love the environment that the library gives. It
always feels welcoming and ready to help me
advance my academic studies.
UK has the best Design Library out of any school
I have visited... it's one of my favorite parts of
CoD [the College of Design]!
The services provided by the library have been
both excellent and big help in pursuit of my
degree, thank you!

OPPORTUNITY #1: INFORMATION LITERACY /
OUTREACH TO GRAD./PROFESS. STUDENTS
• Graduate students would like to be made aware of library resources and services

I've been to a few informational sessions and found those to
be very helpful. […] I'd like to see more of those […]
Perhaps some 1-page info-docs that give overviews and
explanations on things? I think something like this that is
readily accessible and advertised on the front page of the
website so people actually know to look [for them], would
be really useful.

There could perhaps be more
focus on research support, both
physical and programmatic, for
graduate students (especially
those engaged in MA thesis/PhD
dissertation writing as highintensity research activities).

OPPORTUNITY #2: WEBSITE, EQUIPMENT
• A library website enabling me to locate information on my own
• Modern equipment that lets me easily access needed information

The [library] website is confusing… and it
takes a lot of time to navigate it on my own or
find what I'm looking for.
The reason for my scores is that you all could
use some better recording equipment and
space. The dedicated labs are awesome! But
the sound bleed from adjacent spaces makes
recording there undesirable. Some video gear
and microphones probably need replacement
too.

Often times, the internet at William T Young (this
year and last year) and in the Medical Center
Library (last year) became very slow and
downloading files or watching lecture became
impossible. Please address this!

I have not had any issues besides the
computers not working for me.
[public? laptops?]

OPPORTUNITY #3: COLLECTIONS/ACCESS
• Print and/or electronic journal collections I require for my work;
• The electronic information resources I need;
• Ease of use of electronic resources; and
• Making electronic resources accessible from my home or office
I often find that we don't have subscriptions to
journals that I consider essential to my research.

…Unfortunately, our library doesn't have all the main
subscriptions, at least in the field of Public Health...

As a former faculty member at a Big 10 university in
a neighboring state to Kentucky, I have continually
been disappointed by the limited online access to
important journals in my field. I have retained
adjunct status at my former university just so I can
continue to use their library service…

The required double credential check to access a
pdf file of journal papers is inefficient. Many times,
I found no accessible journal papers through the
library database. Sometimes I found incorrect list
of materials in the library database (not matching
with the title and the contents)…
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